Whose data are they anyway?

The Data Protection Act has come near to toppling a previously unassailable bastion of doctor power: access to the medical record. The General Medical Services Committee has thought the unthinkable and its policy is one of almost full disclosure, though consultants want personal health data excluded from the Act. Even before the GMSC's decision individual general practitioners have been giving many, or most, of their patients access to their records, often to the dismay of local consultants and the disquiet of their local medical committees. Three papers in this issue report patients' reactions to this initiative: they were in the main positive (pp 595, 596, 603). But doubt and hesitation among other doctors (and some patients) should not be dismissed as unregenerate conservatism—the issues are complex.

Firstly, the medical record is not a single homogeneous document, and there are therefore different potential benefits and drawbacks. It contains data: history, physical findings, and the results of investigations; in it doctors record their judgments and opinions; and it serves as an aide memoire to prompt the next move in the process of care. Disclosure conforms to the spirit of the new law: the patient has a right to know what the doctor knows (or at any rate choose to write) about him. After all, it is his body and his health. Disclosure also provides a check on the accuracy of the information recorded. Fisher and his colleagues report 12% of patients finding inaccuracies in their records (p 596). Both of these reasons apply mainly to the data component of the record and must be taken seriously by even the most traditional and authoritarian doctor. For those doctors who believe that the “don’t ask questions, just take the pills” approach to the doctor-patient relationship is not only unacceptable to patients but counterproductive, it will seem logical to share not only the data but also their recorded opinions and judgment. Communication should improve once it is based on shared and, eventually, agreed facts (provided, as Draper and her colleagues point out, that the doctor is prepared to explain the content [p 603]).

Finally, claims are made that access should allow the patient to take a fair share of the responsibility for his health. This is perhaps the most difficult concept: only half of Draper's patients thought that it did so, and 60% of Bird’s patients (p 595). In a fundamental, sociological (and therefore to most doctors deeply suspect) sense information is power, and giving access to the record is the only way of ameliorating the gross imbalance of power in doctor-patient encounters. This was an explicit objective of Fisher’s practice policy. At this level the aide memoir part has to be shared too, so that the patient can believe that he knows not only what the doctor knows and thinks but what he is planning to do next, and why.

Explicit objections to sharing are mostly centred on the aide memoire part of the record, ostensibly lest the patient is frightened by finding that the doctor is reminding himself to exclude cancer. In fact most patients have probably thought of it first; that is probably why they came to start with, or why they thought they were referred. What may underlie consultants' objections is the fear that their letters may give away hostile or pejorative feelings about the patient. The common statement that patients would not understand or would be confused and worried by the medical data reflects the arrogance (and inability to differentiate between the inarticulate and the unintelligent, an error carefully avoided by Bird) of some doctors. Proper explanation would have to become the rule in consultations rather than the exception. For the
same reason opinions, whether diagnoses or problem definitions, would have to become more disciplined than they often are, while the judgmental statements we sometimes see in records would have to be omitted. Fisher et al quote the distress of a patient finding something that was "untrue, and a long time ago."

There are operational problems, but these should not be insurmountable. Assertions that patients would lose their records have to be set against the average non-availability of records at outpatient encounters and surgery attendances. Patients must be given time to read their records.

Perhaps the most cogent reason for at least delaying the introduction of sharing is the quality of the records themselves. Fisher et al report that only 44% of patients could read the general practitioner's writing and only one fifth said they could understand the notes. With a few honourable exceptions medical records (hospital or general practice) are a disgrace, and to share them with the patients would be to expose the extent to which the science based technology of medicine depends on an information system that has neither been rethought nor even taught in a disciplined way for several practice lifetimes. Perhaps sharing records would inculcate much needed discipline in the profession's record keeping.
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The case against showing patients their records

Nothing, so far as I can see, is to be gained by patients having access to their records, and a little may be lost. All doctors have a responsibility to explain fully to patients their diagnoses and management, and giving patients full access to what inevitably will be confusing and possibly frightening material may well hinder rather than enhance communication. Furthermore, it might create extra work and bureaucracy in a health service that is already struggling to cope with its heavy load.

If patients have full access to their records and to letters between consultants and general practitioners then, I believe, the nature of the information contained will change. Doctors will be more circumspect in what they say, which will benefit neither the patients nor the communication between doctors. Tentative diagnoses and plans will be excluded, as may sensitive (and yet possibly vital) information on, for instance, sexual or financial problems. Frank and often very useful descriptions of patient characteristics will be watered down, and the "thinking out loud" that is an important part of communication between doctors will be restricted to conversations and telephone calls—and so eventually forgotten. Operation notes will be censored to leave out descriptions of the parts of the operation that did not go smoothly, because all that the patient wants to know is that by the end everything was well.

Although this issue of the journal contains reports on how patients in general practice have been glad to see their records (pp 595, 596, and 603), we must remember that inpatient hospital records are usually much fuller than general practice records. In addition, many more people write in hospital records. I imagine that if I were to have to explain to every patient the meaning of his having a slightly raised serum potassium value nine years ago then it might take up a lot of time that I could spend more usefully. But if I also have to explain what it was that an occupational therapist meant when she wrote some abstruse paragraph I will become very exasperated. And what about medical students writing in hospital notes? One might have got completely the wrong end of the stick and written down some fanciful but terrifying diagnosis. How will I explain that he was only a medical student and had little knowledge of surgery? Will the patient believe me? Will we have to stop medical students writing in records? That would be a loss.

I am worried not only by time that might be wasted in often irrelevant explanations, and by the alarm that might be created unnecessarily, but also by the work that will have to be done before opening up records to patients. The tradition has always been that records are not shown to patients, and doctors and others have written them accordingly. Many of those who will have contributed to the records will have moved on, retired, or died. If we are to show patients their records then we will have to sit down first and remove those parts of the records that might be misunderstood or create alarm. This will take time, and who is to do it? It will have to be a doctor and preferably the consultant in charge of the patient. He or she will have better ways of spending time, one of which might be explaining to patients what is happening to them—not in the obscure argot of medical records but in straightforward English that anybody can understand.

Another difficulty is that patients vary so much. The proponents of full disclosure of medical records have in mind, I suspect, middle aged, middle income, middle class patients who subscribe to Which? But what about children, mentally handicapped patients, and those who are profoundly disturbed or demented? Dr Dora Black, a child psychiatrist, has described well the anger she felt when letters she had written about a 3 year old child were handed on to the father's solicitor without her permission—through a general practitioner who gave his patients full access to their records. In this case the child was clearly not helped. Most consultants, I am sure, would want to know whether or not their comments to general practitioners were being passed on directly to patients. I certainly would.

This case brings me to my final worry about giving patients full access to records: difficulties may arise—as in Dr Black's case—because people other than the patient see the records. We will have our work cut out to censor records so they do not cause distress without having to try to take account of every single person who might have a chance to pass his eye over the record. I'm not passionately against patients seeing their records, and I do recognise that people have some sort of right to see any record kept about them, but I cannot see that patients will benefit from full access—and doctors will surely lose.
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